It is now even easier to ride the bike of your dreams with
BMW Financial Services’ new 3asy Ride program.
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The 3asy Ride packages include 3 unique and affordable options;
1. BMW Full Circle with Guaranteed Future Value^*
2. Bike & Gear Combo as a package offer
3. Ride Now, Pay Later with deferred payments
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3asy Ride finance packages are available on all new BMW
motorcycles with flexible terms, that allow you to tailor an
individual offer to suit your budget. Additionally, no deposit is
required making it even easier to get you on the road.*
Simply choose one, or any combination of the three 3asy Ride
programs above, and you’ll be riding your new BMW Motorcycle
in no time.

^With Guaranteed Future Value you’ll know where you stand in advance. At
the end of your contract, you can trade-in your motorcycle; or exercise your
Guaranteed Future Value (GFV) rights by paying out or refinancing the GFV
or returning your motorcycle to BMW Financial Services, provided that your
motorcycle has not exceeded the contracted kilometre allowance and meets
fair wear and tear conditions. BMW Full Circle from BMW Financial Services
(a division of BMW Australia Finance Ltd, Australian credit licence 392387).
*Fees, charges, terms, conditions and approval criteria applies.
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GUARANTEED FUTURE VALUE.
BMW Full Circle by 3asy Ride guarantees the value of your new
BMW Motorcycle at the end of your finance contract, even before
you ride it home. BMW Full Circle offers better value and the
freedom to appreciate every moment.
Peace of Mind.
Essentially, Guaranteed Future Value provides you with peace of
mind that you can return your motorcycle to your BMW Dealer at
the end of your contract and receive the Guaranteed Future Value
for it, making it even easier to upgrade into a new BMW Motorcycle.
Flexibility.
With your choice of finance term from 2 to 4 years and a kilometre
allowance of 15,000km per year, BMW Full Circle offers you the
flexibility to tailor your finance contract to suit you.
Choice.
Set the repayments to suit your budget with an optional cash
deposit or trade in. At the end of your contract, you decide whether
to trade up to a new motorcycle, refinance or pay out your balance
to keep your current motorcycle, or simply hand back the keys with
no further commitment.
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PACKAGE DEAL.
With the 3asy Ride Bike and Gear Combo, you can include
genuine BMW Rider Equipment and Accessories with the finance
of your new BMW motorcycle.
Look Good. Feel Safe.
Combined with classic, functional design, BMW Rider Equipment
offers ideal safety, protection and comfort. Featuring a carefully
selected range of patented materials, BMW Rider Equipment
exceeds industry standards for abrasion resistance and impact
absorption, so it’s well worth combining your new motorcycle
purchase with new riding gear.
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DEFERRED PAYMENTS.
Ride away on your BMW motorcycle today and pay nothing for 3
months, with 3asy Ride’s Ride Now, Pay Later.
Adaptable.
Make the bike of your dreams happen. Ride Now, Pay Later, gives
you the ability to tailor the repayments to suit your budget, with
flexible finance terms available from 2 to 5 years. Couple this with
the option of a balloon payment at the end of your contract, and
you have even more affordable repayments, allowing you to get
on the road sooner.

Create ‘Your’ Motorcycle.
With the right BMW Motorcycle Equipment, you can get even more
out of your motorcycle. Whether you wish to enhance performance,
ergonomics, touring capabilities or just make your motorcycle
‘yours,’ you can finance genuine BMW Accessories with the
purchase of your new BMW motorcycle.
3asy Ride’s 3 finance programs can be used individually or
in any combination to create the optimal plan for you.

